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FRIDAY
Hatonn present in Light of this
wondrous day given forth to
experience. I bring compassion
and love to my most precious
little Wendy and her family of
earth relations for her father
came to experience on my side
last night. Loneliness, precious,
is the feeling of that which is
given unto the human at separation of old bodies that there
might be new.
Man always
wishes he might have been more
this or that--accept, please, that
which IS and KNOW it is
progress in the journey of a
beloved being who has finished
his journey in your dimension at
this time and goes to serve
where he needs to be in his
next. Rejoice for him and understand and give treasure of his
being while with you.
Hold
close to the humor he shared to
sustain you and reach out in
giving that his journey, now,
may be one of peace and release
that his soul is not given into remorse or holding because of you
one’s non-ability to let go of
that which must travel on in its
own sequence.
Turn away from those who tell
you that he simply goes to
“REST” in a greater LOVE--he
goes not to “rest” but to “serve”
and experience in the perfection
of wholeness and renewal.
Then, as the pages come from
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this place, read and study well
the proof of immortality as is
being given NOW for you will
see that only the old was put
aside in “rest” and the new
springs anew as a fountain released. If only MAN could understand the wondrous cycles of
renewal for you shall know your
father again and again and again
and the separation is only the
blink of an eye, child. Take
comfort in thy?being, child, and
allow that renewal to take place
in the glory intended. Weep to
clear of thine own loss in honor
of that which he gave--weep not
for him for his soul rejoices.
But do grieve for self and loved
ones left--for to grieve is honor
also and releases the pain from
within so that you might also go
on in balance unto your own
tasks.
I ask these ones to not send you
flowers to wilt upon the ground
but rather to gift unto you children or grandchildren a gift in
grandfather’s
name that he
might be remembered in joy
each time the present in life is
experienced--ah, but could you
all learn this lesson of giving-give that which holds a picture
of the beloved one in the present
moment, even if represented in
that which will also pass in its
own proper sequence.
We are, at this very moment,
giving unto you the explanation
and proof .there+of, of God and
1
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Universe--only the “blossom” is
perceived to pass--the tree only
rests in order to bloom again,
forever passing in experience as
ONE throughout the universe-often released to pause without
shackles in the total freedom of
being and flying in the glory of
the heavens. I wrap you, and
all of you who feel loss as ones
depart and your own world is
left with a great void--hold unto
Father that you open to receive
the blessings which are yours
and ye shall become better for
the one departing having passed
your way that when you pass
from this experience, thine own
shall wish of your lingering with
them longer--no greater honor
hath any earned than to be
missed for the joy given and
lessons shared. This faiher and
husband would wish no mourning for--in every word ,the pet
bird speaks--the father is present. Do you see, chela? The
presence becomes more REAL-not less. So be it and take these
things within that you might
find the love offered unto thee.
My benediction rests
Amen.
gently upon you and yours that
you have peace.
This is in honor of a beloved
brother, Kenneth Mortensen,
who has come home this day
and our hearts are glad to welcome him back. We also honor
this man as a father who has
given you children who now
bring forth the generation of
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children who will lead YOU
HOME.
Treasure them and
teach them well for their job is
heavy but the rewards great indeed. Salu.
TO T.D.G. OF SAN
BERNARDINO
Thank you for your letter and
please accept that which I am
going to say, in gentle hearing
for I intend no offense. I wish
to state that I cannot ask of my
scribe to respond to that which
has been given over and over
again, for the readers become
restless and annoyed at the repeating of subjects. If you have
all the material you will know
exactly that which is the
“crystal”
and
general
its
Also, you will
“location”.
know about the computer connections with the surveillance
groups who effort to take out
my people. I will give no further information regarding that
matter for I refuse to make their
work more difficult.
Now, I do wish to present that
portion in your letter regarding
homosexuality.
If you have
read my material you would not
even sit to pen such inquiries as
you have sent unto me. Do not
insult me, precious, by inferring
that I love a Man/Woman less
for having love and friendship
one with another of same sex-THE
BEHAVIOR
IT
IS
WHICH IS UNACCEPTABLE-IN WHATEVER PAIR IS
EXPERIENCING--BEHAVIOR! READ THE CURRENT
MATERIAL AS QUICKLY AS
YOU CAN GET IT FROM
THE PRINTING--FOR
WE
OUTLAY THE SYSTEM OF
CREATION AND CREATION
IS “SEXED” IN PAIRS OF
HAS
MALE/FEMALE--IT
NAUGHT
TO DO WITH
LOVE OF ONE ANOTHER.

REFUSAL TO ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY
AND
ATTEND THE LAWS OF GOD
AND CREATION IN BALANCE WITH NATURE IS
THAT WHICH HAS CAUSED
YOUR PLANET TO COME
TO DESTRUCTION--I CANNOT CHANGE
OF THE
FACTS. LOVE OF ONE FOR
ANOTHER OF ANY SEX IS
PERFECTION--IRRESPONSIBLE BEHAVIOR IN THE
NAME OF FLESHLY/PHYSICAL EXPERIENCE WHICH
YOU LABEL HOMOSEXUAL
SEXUAL EXPERIENCE
IS
GOD DOES NOT
SET THE RULES FOR NATURE, GOD ONLY GIVES
YOU THE LAWS WHICH
WILL KEEP YOU IN HARMONY
BALANCE
AND
WITH WONDROUSLY IMMORTAL CREATION.
Dharma, please write the portion of the letter from which I
retort for it ’is well done and
comes as an excellent example
of that which is thrust at us
daily.
QUOTE:

END QUOTING
..

The point at hand is behavior
(actions) of ALL people and that
which “society” has precipitated
The misused
upon self.
heterosexual sexual experience
is far more heinous in actual
performance than is much homosexual activity--the point IS-it is totally constructed by human physical beings to cause
your society to fall. God gave
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Further, I CARE NOT WHO IS
INFLAMED BY TRUTH--THE
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you laws regarding the use for
your physical experience and
you have voted-out, voted-in
and reclassified all of them to
suit the whims of your human
elite and your own grasping at
finding peace and love in all the
wrong places and faces. You
continue
to seek and act
“WITHOUT” to attain that
which
’
only
attained
“WITHIN!
You are people of
the lie and struggle with that
which is “supposed to be”, and
for a fleeting moment you think
this or that will FIX the agony-IT ENDS
UP IN!EJ&YING
IT.
I hear your petition in behalf of
all ones suffering the experience
of confusion. The adversary is
here to pronounce confusion
upon you--it is the time of
Chaos (Kali) upon your planet.
I hear your opinions and beliefs
and accept them--I do not, however, honor them above that of
God’s given forth to prevent exactly that which has befallen
your lands and people.
I repeat: I CARE NOT WHO I
INFLAME
UPON
YOUR
PLACE--YOU ARE IN SERIOUS, DESTRUCTIVE
CIRCUMSTANCE
FOR
THE
VERY REASONS, IN PART,
OF THAT WHICH
YOU
HAVE STATED ABOVE. Regardless of that which I say or
refrain from saying--it matters
not one iota of variance of the
TRUTH OF THE MATTER.
But I shall not give sanction
unto that which is against the
Laws of Nature which is The
Creation. I respect and revere
all PERSONS and that which
they choose to experience for I
have no right, nor intention, of
interfering--MINE
IS
TO
BRING TRUTH AND YOURS
IS
TO
CHOOSE
THAT
WHICH YOU WILL DO. I
HAVE NO CONCEPT OF
THAT WHICH YOU ONES
CALL “KARMA” FOR THE

LAW OF CYCLES OF INFINITY
SHALL
AUTOMATICALLY
RECYCLE
THAT
WHICH IS INTENDED. I am
not a guru and I care not who
DISAGREES with me or my
approach. I have a rather high
level of insight which I will balance against any Earth being
and I shall outlay that which is
TRUTH in full intent of total
truth and not that which will
PLEASE THE EARS OR EYES
OF THOSE WHO OBJECT TO
TRUTH.
I will however, state it one more
time: I have naught but love
and compassion for ones who
feel love, compassion and deep
caring for one of same physical
experience--it is that which society of MAN human has developed and the ASSUMPTION
that SOME PHYSICAL ACTION MUST ACCOMPANY
THAT LOVE IN ORDER TO
FULFILL SOMETHING OR
OTHER. LOVE NEED NOT
EVEN PHYSICALLY TOUCH
ANOTHER--LOVE
IS
OF
GOD AND IS AN EMOTION-PHYSICAL
SCREWING
WITH
AROUND
YOUR
BROTHER OR SISTER IS A
PHYSICAL, ABSURD AND
INCORRECT MANNER OF
BEHAVIOR LIMITED
TOTALLY TO THE FLESH.
IF THE HUMAN WOULD
HANDLE
HIS
SEXUAL
ACTIVITIES
ACCORDING
TO THE LAWS GIVEN YOU,
THERE WOULD
BE NO
MURDER BY ABORTION,
NO SPREAD OF DISEASE
THROUGH SEXUAL ACTIVITIES--HOMOSEXUAL
OR
HETEROSEXUAL--OR
GAINST CHILDREN. THE&
WOULD BE NO OVERPOPULATION OF THE PLANET;
THERE WOULD
BE NO
STARVATION AND DEATH
FROM
OVERPOPULATION
FRANKLY,
AND,
YOU
WOULD STILL HAVE CON3
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TROL OF YOUR NATIONS.
MAN HAS MISUSED THE
GIFT OF PROCREATION,
ABUSED IT AND DEBASED
IT AND NOW THE CYCLE
HAS COME FULL FORCE
AGAINST MAN FOR THAT
IMPROPRIETY
FOOLISH
AND IT WILL PLAY ITSELF
OUT--AT
THIS
POINT,
PROBABLY TO THE DESTRUCTION OF A WHOLE
SO BE IT. EXPLANET.
PECT NOT ME TO COMPROMISE TRUTH TO AL“FEEL
LOW
MAN
TO
GOOD” FOR THE LIES ARE
TO STOP IF MAN IS TO
CONTINUE!
I trust I have given enough
“clarification”? I repeat, the actions are against the laws of The
Creation (Nature) and it actually
matters not if they be against the
“laws” of God--which,
of
course, they are, for God gave
forth those laws so that His
greatest Creations could live in
balance and harmony with that
which overrides all in the universe according to Her own absolute and undeviating laws. If
anything, I give MORE COMPASSION unto those who
understand not and continue in
the errors for they know not that
which they do or WHYqthey are
being caused to act in such
manner--but that does not make
TRUTH OF THE CIRCUMSTANCE LESS.
AIDS
Harken up, you who think to
use and misuse of those “sexual
birthrights” you tout. As it can
no longer be hidden from you
and since the disease is so infiltrated into your society--they
NOW TELL’ YOU THAT THE
HARBORED
VIRUS
IS
WITHIN THE ANUS (COLON), THE MOUTH, ETC. I
told you that years ago and you
chose to wear your condoms and
teach your kindergarten children
#3

“safe sex” and look where you
are! ASK NOT THAT I COMPROMISE TRUTH AND IF
YOU
READ
ALL
THE
INFORMATION GIVEN YOU
WILL FIND THE ANSWERS
LAID FORTH OVER AND
OVER AGAIN. WE ARE THE
HOSTS COME
GOD
AND THERE SHALL BE NO
COMPROMISE OF TRUTH
TO SUIT THIS OR THAT
MAN OR WOMAN--GOD

WHEN
YOUR
PEOPLE
COME BACK WITHIN THE
RULES OF GOD AND CREATION AND STOP YOUR
UNGODLY
BEHAVIOR.
YOU
MARCH
TO
THE
DRUMMER OF THE ADVERSARY
AND
WITHIN
THAT DANCE SHALL YE
PERISH IF YE TURN NOT
AGAIN INTO THE PATH OF
GOD.
IT IS SOLELY OF
YOUR OWN CHOOSING.
MONEY

The stupidly low projections of
the effects of AIDS is projected
at medical costs in the U.S. at
$5.8 BILLION--you better look
again for by the time the Elite
are through with you, almost
ALL citizens who are not of the
Elite shall be infected if not actively dying of the effects of the
“disease”.
There is also prediction that
over ten million children in
Africa will be orphaned before
the end of the decade. How so?
If there are that many orphaned-how think ye that the children
are not already infected?
You think God should fix it?
He has told you how to “fix” it
and you choose to denounce His
instructions and demand Him fix
it according to your own desires--NO, HE WILL NOT!
WHEN YOU CHOOSE TO
RESPOND IN GODLY MANNER--IT WILL AUTOMATICALLY FIX ITSELF! IT IS A
MAN-MADE DISEASE INTENTIONALLY LOOSED ON
YOU BY MAN--IT IS NOT OF
GOD’S DOING AND GOD
HAS NAUGHT TO DO WITH
IT. I REPEAT--IT WILL AUTOMATICALLY FIX ITSELF

I am swamped with inquiries regarding the immediate plans for
the dollar, what to do with
money, investments, etc.?
If
you have not waited until this
last minute you already know
the answer and are not concerned with what happens
next. If you are just come into
reading of our information, I
shall be gracious.
If you are
playing at greed, you will reap
that which you plant and I can
do nothing about it for you will
do that which you will do. I
have been giving you updates
continually and even have ones
set up in order to give you
assistance--I cannot help it if
you choose not to utilize that
information
and
assistance.
There is going to be no easy
ride through
the time of
tribulation as planned by the
Elite to dump on you. The plan
is to take ALL ASSETS from
all save the Elite and they have
set up elaborate and irreversible
plans to assure that end. I can’t
snap my finger and change of it-you allowed it to happen; you
will fix it or it will not be fixed.
Doom and gloom? Well, what
do you expect? You ask us to
butt-out of your business and
then when you have botched it
to irreversibility, you want God
to come fix it for you--therefore, you will take it up with
HIM and not space command. I
tell you HOW to fix it and you
refuse to comply--so be it.
4
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YOU WILL SAVE YOUR
AMERICAN CONSTITUTION
OR YOU ARE DONE! !!!!
I wish all of you could see the
nice multicolored, with inserted
thread, “bill” sent yesterday
from Australia to these ones.
Shocking?
Why?
Well, for
several reasons.
Great Britain
rules America and you are
communist/socialist.
You
printed the money which was
exchanged, devalued and caused
confiscation of all wealth in the
Soviet Union--well, about a year
ago the British “colonies” of
New Zealand, Australia, etc.
came under the “DOLLAR”
system (from the British pound
base). Does that not strike you
as most interesting? Want another interesting point?
The
money was printed in Fort
Texas--right
where
Worth,
yours is already printed and
waiting exchange and probable
devaluation--certainly
confiscation of great sums of your assets.
G-7 MEETING
So, now, you want to know
about G-7. Most of you think I
speak of spies and codes, etc.,
and never heard of G-7, including my scribe.

hands. Get off your duffs and
join with those who are doing
something but can’t do it alone.
Oh yes, they laugh at you over
and over again: Here is a good
one right out of the
Thurs. June 20, 1991:

POLICY TO KILL IRA01
CHILDREN
A hard statement to swallow?
But I intend to
Yes indeed!
point out proof that it is true.
You who live by the TV, harken
An ABC “Nightline”
:Fhadcast on May 30 titled

[This announcement, of
course, is to cover that which is
actually taking place.]

OCTOBER SURPRISE
You will soon note that all the
October in Paris BS will now be
dumped on Meese and poor old
dead and gone head of the CIA,
William Casey. America, I am
embarrassed for you; how in the
world can you tolerate such
crass affront to your beings?
Bush has been to his eyes in every heinous criminal conspiracy
on your globe, along with his
buddy, Kissinger, since before
he reached the age of adulthood.
Stop acting shocked and mortified and DO SOMETHING TO
STOP THIS THING OR IT
WILL DESTROY YOU--NOW-NOT LATER. THERE IS NO
“LATER”--THEY PLAN TO
PULL YOU DOWN NOW’
-*

FREE TRADE
Here is another notation from
the same paper--front page.

1988

confirmed that the Bush administration is committed to murdering millions of Iraqis over
the coming months. You don’t
have time to “wail and talk”
about it. By the time you get
this writing it will be too late
for most of the ones in immediate termination. But this genocide is taking place in every
comer of your planet and it is
up to you if you will continue to
permit it--YOU WHO ALLOW
ARE AS GUILTY AS HE
WHO COMMITS THE ACT.
The broadcast had been sparked
by a report issued by a Harvard
medical team who recently visited Iraq. The team found that
hundreds of thousands of Iraqi
children face death over the
coming weeks because of the
combined effect of U.S.-led
“precision bombing” of Iraq’s
infrastructure during the Gulf
War, and continuing U.S .-imRob
posed
sanctions.
Dr.
Moodie, a member of the Harvard team, presented the results
of their investigation to “Nightline”.
Responding to the evidence, an“Nightline’
other
guest,
Congressman Robert Torricelli,
a member of the House Foreign
Affairs Committee speaking on
behalf of Bush policy, could
only assert that the sanctions
MUST CONTINUE--regardless
of the deaths that will result.

Can you not see how they laugh
at you? There will be another
$75 BILLION poured in instantly to the RTC in the Thrift
Bailout. It is to garner all property assets from you-the-people
and have you pay for the service
of so-doing and all you do is
“talk” about it and wring your

..... ”
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200.000 CHILDREN
WILL DIE

BUSH GANG SAYS
“SO WHAT?”

While you hail symbolic heroes
with ticker-tape, applaud death
weapons on parade and shower
yellow ribbons--the agony suffocates the imaginings.
Dr.
Moodie reported that the Harvard team had traveled to 11
major Iraqi cities and towns,
and visited 19 hospitals and
health care centers. The team
did a detailed survey of the
change in death rates of children
and the capacity of the shattered
Iraqi health care system to cope
with the crisis. “We have conservatively estimated, ” he said,
as a result of this survey, “that
the mortality rate for children
under 5 will produce 170,000
additional deaths in this age
group alone. ” Moodie termed
the situation a “public health
catastrophe”.
[How many of
you saw the fiasco taking place
with relief for Sudan just last
evening?]

On May 20, George Bush and
Secretary of State James Baker
proclaimed,
in separate addresses with identical phraseology, that the U.S. would continue
to enforce
sanctions
against Iraq “as long as Saddam
Hussein is in power”.
Both
Bush and Baker know the effects
of their “precision bombing”
against Iraq’s infrastructure, and
of the continuing sanctions.
They planned it that way when
the targets were set up--you note
that the nuclear “stuff” survived
but the baby milk factories got
bombed four times!

Iraq can now only produce 20%
of its pre-war electric power,
due to allied wartime bombings
which
its power stations.
As a result, sewage
treatment,
refrigeration
of
medicine, and the operation of
hospitals is extremely difficult
or nearly impossible.
Cholera
and typhoid are now reaching
epidemic proportions,
severe
malnutrition is common, and the
Harvard team projects famine.
Moodie’s dire forecast was partially corroborated by Dr. Exie
Murzi of UNICEF, who is now
in Iraq and who told “Nightline”
that “80% of children under 1
year
severe
already
have
malnutrition. ” Dr. Dominick
Dufour, of the International Red
“About
Cross,
added
that
94,000 children in southern Iraq
could die if no medication is
made available to them, just because of diarrhea or waterborne
diseases. ”

Iraq’s Ambassador to the UN,
Abdul Anbari, accused the U.S.
of “reducing Iraq to a gigantic
concentration camp.
Hitler’s
camps would be child’s play to
what the American-led coalition
is doing to Iraq.” Entire cities
are virtually floating on lakes of
raw sewage, he said, which will
lead to epidemics and which
could “destroy the whole Iraqi
people. ”

GOD’S WRATH?
Responding to Moodie et al,
Congressmen Torricelli lamely
asserted, “Maintaining the sanctions will inevitably involve
some suffering by the Iraqi peoTo relax them, to end
ple.
them, enhances the chance that
Saddam Hussein remain in
power and those same children
and other Iraqis could become
victims of another war that Saddam Hussein might start at some
future date. ” May God have
mercy on you of Earth!
He added, “If Saddam Hussein
would like to buy medicines for
the children of his country, he
has funds available, left over
from before the war. ”

Torricelli insisted that Saddam Hussein “has no real right now to
appeal to the world to lift these
sanctions that indeed are now
causing problems for the health
of those children.” Is this what
America has become? I believe
you had best look within at that
which you have become for it is
indeed heinous.
Following

Torricelli’s ravings,
*
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We are come to get God’s children off your corrupted world
and bring the planet into her
birthing. I would carefully take
within that which I am now going to say to you of the population that has become infected
with vermin and corrupted your
own nests with vipers.
THE
CYCLES WILL BRING UNTO
YOU THAT WHICH YOU
PROFFERED--YOU
HAVE
SHALL BE LEFT TO EXPERIENCE OUT YOUR DAYS
UPON THAT WHICH YOU
HAVE SET AFIRE AND REDUCED TO RUBBISH. YOU
SHALL
SUFFER
WORSE
THAN THE BABE’ UPON
WHOM YOU HAVE ALLOWED THE PLAGUES AND
THERE
ATROCITIES.
SHALL NO LONGER BE
PEACE IN ANY PORTION OF
YOUR GLOBE. YOU WHO
HAVE
FOLLOWED
THE
EVIL ADVERSARY--SHALL
BE LEFT WITH THE EVIL
ADVERSARY TO LIVE IN
SLAVERY’ AND WITHIN THE
WHICH
CORRUPTION
SHALL FLOW AS LIQUID
LAVA UPON YOU AND
UPON THE LANDS FOR
YOU HAVE DEFILED THE
VERY PLACES OF LIFE.
#3

I AM ATON--WHO
ARE YOU?
Dharma, you will leave this
now for I ask that you go into
the city and attend the legal
business at hand. We will finish
this tonight or tomorrow for it
needs to go timely.
I cannot
buffer longer the seriousness of
your circumstance. The house
of cards is falling and the very
bowels of the Mother are crying
out. I ask you not to despair
and yet, in my own, Hatonn,
being I am filled with despair at
what is now brought against
your lands. What have ye remaining? Does it matter? That
which you have allowed to happen causes it to be worse, soon,
upon your place than any
“death” you could conjure. Are
there minutes?
Hours?--How
about days? Would you have
months?
Years? THERE IS
NO SUCH THING AS TIME-THERE IS ONLY LIGHT IN
MOTION AND YOU HAVE
MANIFESTED EVIL UPON
THE PURE CREATION OF
GOD
THOUGHT--WHAT
POSSIBLE
DIFFERENCE
CAN IT MAKE AS TO “HOW
ALL IS THINE
LONG”?
OWN DOING AND YOU
NOW WISH ESCAPE FROM
THAT WHICH YOU HAVE
DONE--I CAN ONLY STAND
AND AWAIT ,THAT WHICH
YOU ONES WILL NOW DO.
I ASK MY OWN ONES TO
CONTINUE IN THAT WHICH
THEY LABOR FOR WHAT
ELSE WOULD YOU DO?

What is the chance of turning
this civilization about? In possibilities--everything;
in
probabilities--almost naught!
And who am I to make such
predictions?

Get ye away from this place as
quickly as possible, Dharma,
for you are in danger. I salute
you ones who serve in the midst
of attack. May Man come into
understanding for he sleeps too
long. I ask my ones to be at
ready--please remain at alert for
the happenings of this and
coming days shall be difficult
indeed if we cannot stem the
flow in some manner.
Hold
I, I>
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very close for
which is done.
infinite mercy
the ignorance
Yes, precious,
ous. Adonai.

ye know not that
May God in His
take into account
manifest hereon.
it is indeed seri-

********

By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
The thought of God is LIGHT.
LIGHT is all there is. ALL
springs from, and returns to,
LIGHT, the thought of God.
The “War in Heaven for Men’s
souls” between God and Lucifer, the Light and the dark
forces, cannot be comprehended
without an understanding of the
“physics” of the Universe.
Returning to God requires rising
above the physical so dark
forces’ thrust is ever to ensnare
man in the physical, fleshly,
“things”
of
“wealth”
and
“power” through man’s ego.
Shedding our attachments to
those physical
things;
and
“highs” associated with sex,
drugs, alcohol, thrill/life-risking
sports (including war), etc., requires KNOWING that there is
more--something better.
This book, a primer, provides
the basic understanding of what
we are, where we come from
and return to, why we are where
we are and fcfr what, and how to
get the most from this experience.
And, it will help you begin to
free yourself from the density
and negativity of this experience

to take that next step to your
oneness with GOD/ATON, the
ONE LIGHT.
Hatonn also keeps us up to date
on critical National and World
Events.

By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
Hatonn gives us much more
information on a large number
of topics in this JOURNAL and
again he keeps us updated with
the
about the latest
news.
He includes many interesting
comments about spaceships including certain specific frequencies pertaining to them and specific manifestations at certain
areas of the earth grid system.
Descriptions of their exterior
and interiors are also given.
Some of the other topics he covers are: The importance of the
new Challenger shuttle replacement - Robotoids, Synthetics
and Neutrals - Little Gray
Aliens - Continual Update on
the Middle-East Situation - Bush
and the trip to Paris which he
denies - The purpose for the reported alien visit with Bush at
Camp David - The history of
money and why and how it has
to be changed before economic
and social problems can be
solved - The plans for a new
Central American canal using
atomic explosions--SOON--and
the
666
- An explanation of Creation, etc., etc.
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